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1

A set of
buildings used
for sheep
dipping and
sheep shearing.
68024/73622
(28/5/2006 and
1/4/2017).
Equipment used to heat oil to cure sheep.

The pole shows a pool where sheep were dipped

The pole shows one of six benches where sheep were
sheered.

2

Farm house close to the byre. 68005/73560

3

An enclosure for holding animals.
67913/73572. There is a wall and a
gateway through it on the back wall
on the left of the picture. (28/5/2006)

4

Croft (still in use) and byre.
67783/73887 (1 April 2017)

5

An enclosure near entry 4.
3969 67746/73880.

6

An enclosure with two built up walls
and a third one consisting of a standing
rock face. 2.5x1.9m and 1.3m high.
67757/73940.

7

67681/73931. Wall near 6

8

The main stone wall crosses the burn at 67611/73920.

9

The wall crosses over the burn at 67604/73910.

10
67581/7390
8
6m x 3.2m
inside
walls.
A
boundary
wall is
joined to
each end of
the
building.
11

A shed with a corrugated iron roof
with a boat inside. The pole is 2m
in length.
(1 April 2017.)
67638/73717.

12
There is a
long strip a
land which
has been
cleared of
stones and
seems to have
been used for
agriculture.
It runs from
67768/73787
to
67791/73707

13
There is a
kiln close to
the long
strip of
cleared land
at
67797/73709
The pole is
2m in
length.

There is a
small stone
attachmen
t to the
outside of
the kiln.
Oval
shelter
beside the
still,
around the
fire
entrance

14

There is an oval-shaped set of stones
close to the kiln at 67794/73746.
A 2m pole lies along the centre.

15

A building to which a smaller
section has been added later on.
The pole is 2m high.
67819/73722

16

This building is close to 3980.
67814/73723

17

67839/73732

18

67813/73742

19

67794/73746
The pole is 2m long.

20
A stone wall crosses the burn here
67559/74048.
21
A house with a recessed wall cupboard.
67512/74056
22
A full height byre with no windows and a stone top to the doorway.
67507/74079

